
Ian Fleming immortalised him as a Bond
archvillain, but Ernö Goldfinger had a benevolent
side: he was one of several lauded architects to
design children’s playgrounds as part of their
groundbreaking Brutalist housing estates. A new
exhibition illuminates this previously overlooked
part of RIBA’s collection - taking an appropriately
innovative approach.

“Instead of displaying drawings and photographs,
we’ve re-created these abstract playgrounds - since
demolished – in our Architecture Gallery,” says Marie
Bak Mortensen, RIBA’s head of exhibitions.

Turner Prize-nominated collective Assemble and
artist Simon Terrill have filled the gallery’s entire 135
square metres with life-size sculptural installations
of playgrounds from three London post-war estates:
Goldfinger’s Brownfield Estate in Poplar, which
includes Balfron Tower; Michael Brown’s Brunel
Estate in Paddington; and Philip Powell and Hidalgo
Moya’s Churchill Gardens in Pimlico.

“They form an immersive, interactive play
landscape,” explains Marie. “You can even slide
down the Balfron slide. These structures exist in
our archive, but also in people’s memories - many
will have played in areas like these. It’s a way of
reconnecting with our architectural past.”

Unlike the originals, which used stark concrete,
the re-creations are clad in reconstituted foam.
“It should spark debate on contemporary play,”

believes Marie. “Those playgrounds were
raw, made of harsh materials; today, they’re
regulated and cushioned. How does that impact
development? Should children be more free
range and risk-taking?”

The calibre of architect is also significant.
“Playgrounds were an integral part of high-profile
new developments, considered as important as
the tower blocks themselves. That’s not necessarily
the case today,” Marie observes.

“They’re also the architects’ playgrounds. They
could be completely creative, escaping the
constraints of housing. Churchill has a wonderful
flying saucer - very Space Age!”

Marie hopes the exhibition’s physical engagement
will give these playgrounds a second life and make
architecture relevant to everyone, “not just specialists
who can read drawings. When planners think about
play areas, they should listen to as many different
voices as possible. These formative spaces belong
to us all.”
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the architecture Gallery, RiBa, marylebone W1B
www.architecture.com
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The world’s oldest open-submission exhibition,
which began 247 years ago with Constable and
Turner, features more than 1,200 exciting new works
spilling out of the Royal Academy galleries.

It’s not just painting, with everything from
printmaking and photography to film and sculpture
on display. Highlights include Conrad Shawcross’s
steel ‘clouds’ in the courtyard and Jim Lambie’s
kaleidoscopic stairs, but be on the lookout for

undiscovered talent. Who wouldn’t want a piece by
the next Barbara Hepworth sitting in the garden?
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Royal academy of arts, Piccadilly W1J
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THE SUMMER EXHIBITION

suMMeR In THe CITy

the Royal academy’s
famed Summer exhibition
features work from a
wide variety of artists, as
leading industry names and
respected academicians
rub shoulders with
newcomers hoping to make
their big break.

Can you spot the star
displays - or soon-to-be
stars?

above: Julian opie’s
‘Walking in the rain’

left: ian davenport’s
‘duplex etching: Grey,
lavender’
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Have you spotted the man or woman of your
dreams on the Tube, but lacked the courage
to approach them? New app Spark (79p),
which works with both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth,

solves your romantic dilemmas. Simply find
your crush’s profile and send them a Spark –
they then have 24 hours to respond, and only
receive your message once you’ve parted
ways, preventing potential awkwardness. The
app encourages meaningful connections: you
only get one Spark per day. Choose wisely…

Or make a connection - if you can - with Milan
Kundera’s beguilingly strange The Festival of
Insignificance (hardcover £12.99), his first novel

in 13 years. The English
translation of Kundera’s
typically subversive
new work is published
on June 18.

How are you livening
up your commute?
Let us know via
twitter @move_to

How are you livening

assemble and Simon terrill’s collage of playgrounds at three london Brutalist housing estates
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